Queer, colourful – Berlin!

Dynamic, cosmopolitan, international – Berlin is one of Europe’s most fascinating and gay-friendly cities. Here, techno music meets fashion and lifestyle-clubs meet fetish parties. This city and its people just love to think outside the box!

The whole year, the German capital attracts international gay and lesbian guests with events such as Christopher Street Day, Gay Night at the Zoo or the leather and fetish meeting Folsom Europe. The annual Teddy Award, a reflection of Berlin’s strong tradition of Queer Cinema, also draws the crowds.

From theatre to opera and variety shows – with three opera houses, eight orchestras and a wealth of small stages, Berlin’s entertainment programme is stunningly diverse. You can also look forward to discovering world-famous art works in the city’s 180 museums, including the legendary Museum Island, and exploring cutting-edge trends in 440 art galleries.
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Berlin's Queer Districts

Schöneberg and the area around Hollendorfplatz have been Berlin's scene hot spots since the 1920s. Especially Motzstraße and Fuggerstraße are packed with tempting cafés and bars.

The Gay Museum in Tiergarten district is a must for a fascinating insight into Berlin's long and varied queer history. On the eastern edge of Tiergarten the Memorial to the Homosexuals Persecuted under the National Socialist Regime commemorates a dark chapter of German history.

In student district Friedrichshain, the gay and lesbian stomping grounds are mostly around Simon-Dach-Straße and in the adjoining Revaler Straße. Close-by, Berghain remains an absolute crowd puller.

Berliner central district Mitte has a strong pull for the trendy and fashion conscious. On Sundays, the GFM parties spread good vibes with electronic and pop music in the Weekend Club at Alexanderplatz.

Dance all night: The nightlife in Berlin is straightforward and open minded. In Berlin's many clubs and bars, you can dance, flirt and cruise until the early morning.